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ABSTRACT
Lamb wave lens is a new type of lens that can be replace the
conventional lens of an acoustic microscope for some applica
tions. When it insonifies a layered solid structure, it excites
a single mode in the structure provided that the frequency is
properly adjusted. Measuring the return signal as a function of
frequency results in a characteristic curve showing clearly the
excited modes. Since the number of excited modes, the frequencies at which they are excited and the efficiency of excitation
are highly dependent on the elastic and physical parameters of
the layered solid, a characterization method emerges. In this paper we describe this new characterization method for the layered
structures using the Lamb wave lens. Theoretical and experimental results are presented for this method.

I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic microscope is a powerful instrument for the quantitative characterization of materials [I, 21. In particular, important structural parameters like film adhesion [3], elastic constants
[4, 51 and residual stresses [6] on layered solids can be measured.
Subsurface images of such structures can also be obtained using
the excited leaky layer waves [7, 81. However, such images are
cluttered by the presence of many simultaneous modes in the
solid object, inherently excited by the conventional lens.
The Lamb wave lens, introduced earlier [9], can be used as the
lens of an acoustic microscope to obtain subsurface images that
are easy to interpret. It generates a conical wavefront which can
excite leaky waves in a layered structure with a high efficiency.
As opposed to the conventional spherical acoustic microscope lens
which excites acoustic waves at all incidence angles on the object
surface, the Lamb wave lens excites acoustic waves with a k e d
incidence angle at the liquid-object interface. The efficiency of
subsurface wave excitation of a conventional lens is rather poor,
since an appreciable part of input power is wasted at incidence
angles where there is no subsurface excitation. As the critical
angle of a layered material depends on frequency [lo], the Lamb
wave lens can selectively excite the leaky modes by matching the
fixed incidence angle with the corresponding critical angle at a
particular frequency. Recording the received signal amplitude,
V, as a function of varying frequency, f , one obtains a unique
V ( f )curve which is highly dependent on elastic parameters of
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the layer, of the substrate and the quality of the bonding. This
provides a characterization method for layered structures. V(f)
characterization is similar to the well-known V(2)characterization [ll]. The structure of V(2)is a result of interference
between specularly reflected rays with leaky modes. When used
with a layered structure, the presence of many modes makes the
interpretation of V(2)rather difficult [12]. The proposed V(f)
technique has some advantages: A fast frequency scan is sufficient to get V(f) while a slow mechanical scanning is needed for
V ( 2 ) . Moreover, the interpretation of V ( f ) is easier than that
of V (2).

In this paper, we first give a theoretical analysis of the V(f)
characterization technique based on angular spectrum approach
and ray acoustics. We find an expression which relates the signal output to the reflection coefficient of the object, and to the
geometrical parameters of the lens. To show the subsurface characterization potential of the system, layers with perfect bonding
and with slippery interface are investigated. We find that the
described method differentiates between those interfaces with a
high sensitivity. For experimental confirmation we use a refractive type Lamb wave lens. We present measured V(f)curves for
layered materials along with calculated results. We also show
that it is possible to get a quantitative information about layer
elastic parameters from V(f) and priori data.

11. LAMB WAVE LENS
A layered solid immersed in a liquid supports leaky modes known
as Rayleigh-like (LR) waves [13] and generalized Lamb waves [14].
Focusing of these leaky modes can be realized by the Lamb wave
lens as delineated in Fig. 1. A conical recess replaces the spherical cavity of the conventional lens. An antireflection layer exists
on the conical surface to reduce mismatch loss. The central part
is blocked by an absorbing material to avoid acoustic waves that
come out of this region. If the inclination of generated conic
waves is chosen to be a critical angle for a mode of Lamb waves,
almost all the energy will be converted to a leaky Lamb wave
mode. Since the Lamb wave modes are dispersive, the critical
angle of a Lamb wave mode can always be made equal to the
fixed incidence angle of the Lamb wave lens by adjusting the excitation frequency. The excited evanescent Lamb waves converge
and focus at the intersection of the cone axis with the object
surface. The focused waves then diverge and leak back into the
liquid medium. Upon refraction from the conical surface, they
are detected by the transducer. Note that, to avoid detection of
specularly reflected rays, the distance between the object surface
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Figure 2: Geometry for the Ray Theory
The scalar potential, U:, at the plane of conical lens can be
found by an inverse Fourier Transformation:

Figure 1: Gebmetry of the Lamb wave lens
and the lens must be sufficiently small. To satisfy this requirement, the distance between the lens and the object surface, 2,
must satisfy 2 < (R1/tanB-(Rz- Rl)tanO1).
The design of the Lamb wave lens involves the following considerations. The cone angle must be decided using the dispersion curves for the layered material or materials of interest. The
transducer size and the rod length must be chosen to minimize
the diffraction loss and the interference from spurious pulses. For
good efliciency the lens aperture must be of suitable size. The
transducer bandwidth must be wide enough to allow a frequency
scan.

Due to the limited aperture of the conical surface, only the part
of the field distribution for which R1 5 (z2 y2)1/2 5 Rz is
significant. At this point we use the ray theory to find the field
at the surface of the conical refractor surface. We keep the amplitude of the field fixed, but change its phase according to the
path length for each ray. Then, we use the ray theory again to
take care of refraction effect through the Snell's Law. Referring
to Fig. 2, the field at the plane 3, u t , is approximately

+

UB(T) =

(r'/r)u$(r')exp{j(kldl

The amplitude of the signal received at the transducer of a Lamb
wave lens can be found by an application of the angular spectrum
technique. Referring to Fig. 1, a circular transducer of radius a
is placed a distance 1 away from the conical refracting surface. A
planar reflecting surface is a distance 2 away from the refracting
surface as shown. We write the scalar potential, U,: at the plane
of the transducer as
u:(z,y)

+

= A circ[(z2 ~ ' ) ~ / ' / a ] where circ(r) =

1

T S l
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The angular spectrum, Ut,at the same plane is given by
function:

Uf(k,,k,)= F{u:(z,y)}

a

jinc

= 4a2A jinc[(a/*)(k: -t ki)'/2] =

with TI = ( r R~tanel tan(el - ez))/(i tanel tan(el - e2)),
ICl sin O1 = kz sin B2, and dl = (r' - R1) tanel and dz = (Rz r') tan&/ cos(O1 - 02). Here kl and kz are the wavenumbers in
the lens rod and in the liquid medium. At this point we can
transform into the angular spectrum domain to take care of the
propagation in z direction and the reflection process at the object
interface. The reflected angular spectrum at the same plane, U;,
is given by

where U$(k,,k,) = T { u $ ( z , y ) } . Here, exponential factor takes
care of a total propagation distance of 2 2 and the reflection process at the surface of the layered structure is included through a
multiplication by the reflection coefficient, 'R(k,/k2). The voltage output, V, of the transducer due to reflected field can be
found from

v=

/'"]'"
-m

= 2?raZAJl[u(k;

+ ki)1/2]/[a(k2+ ki)1/2]

where 51 is the Bessel function of the first kind, It, and k, are the
components of the kl vector in z and y directions. The spectrum,
Ut,at z = I is written as

U,'(ks, k,) = 4u2A jinc[(a/r)(k; t ki)1/2]exp(jkzZ)
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Since the problem has circular symmetry we can make the substitution k, = (k: + k;)@l2) where k, is radial component of
the wave number. Then, we write the output voltage, V, as a
function of excitation frequency, f, as

V(f) = 2*/+= k,k:u,+(k,)v,-(k,) dk,

Here, the V(f) is expressed in terms of lens geometry, the reflection coefficient of the object material and operation frequency.
The evaluation of V at a single frequency point involves two
Fourier transformations and an integration operation. V(f) is
a function of the reflection coefficient, R,where 72,in turn has
a strong dependence on frequency. Hence, a V ( f )curve can be
obtained for a particular layered material. Note that, the expression above does not include the frequency response of the
transducer.

W . V ( f ) CURVES
The output signal, V, of the Lamb wave lens reaches a maximum when the frequency of excitation is such that the angle of
incidence matches a Lamb wave mode critical angle. If the frequency does not satisfy this criterion the output signal is smaller.
As the frequency is scanned, a characteristic V(f) curve is traced
where the peaks signify the existence of modes. The V(f) curve
is highly dependent on the phase transitions of the reflection coefficient. Since, any perturbation of elastic or physical parameters
such as the thickness, density or elastic constants of the layer
causes a shift in the position of the phase transitions, a shift in
the positions of V(f) peaks is also expected. When the distance
between the lens and the object, 2,is chosen to be less than a
certain value, the output signal contains no specular components.
In this case, the dependence of V on 2 variations is weak.

is a silicon substrate with a 6 pm thick aluminum layer. Fig. 3
shows the V ( f ) curve expected from this sample. Each peak
corresponds to a different Lamb wave mode. In the same figure,
V(f) curve for a slippery layer-substrate boundary is also shown.
Here, the bond between the aluminum layer and the silicon substrate is assumed to be slippery in the lateral direction. Since
the reflection coefficient is drastically changed, the V ( f )peaks
shift in position. To see the parameter sensitivity of the method,
we made simulations with perturbed values of parameters and
observed the resultant change in the V ( f )curves. As c44 of the
layer material is increased, the peaks of V(f) shift toward higher
frequencies, but the structure is preserved for small changes. The
sensitivity to this parameter as measured by the ratio of relative
peak frequency shift to fractional change in parameter is about 1.
In other words, a 5% change in c44 causes nearly 5% shift in the
peak positions. Similarly, a reduction in layer density, p, causes
a shift in the same direction as shown in Fig. 3. Corresponding sensitivity figure for the layer density is slightly higher. The
layer c11 and substrate parameters are found to have negligible
effect. The shear velocity of the layer material has the greatest
influence.
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Figure 3: Calculated V(f) curves for a good bond (solid), a
slippery bond (dashed), and with perturbed layer parameters for
a 6pm aluminum layer on silicon substrate
The material property discrimination ability of the Lamb wave
lens is investigated by simulating the performance of a lens designed for operation in the 0.8 - 1.3 GHz range. For this lens
RI = 42pm and Rz = 150pm. The sample used in simulation
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Figure 4: V(f) curves for a 0.9 mm thick copper layer on an
aluminum substrate with good and slippery bonds (measured
and theoretical).
Realizability of V(f) characterization is experimentally tested
by a lens working at 5-9 MHz range. A test sample, made by
bonding 0.9 mm thick copper layer on an aluminum substrate, is
scanned with this lens. The quality of bonding was not perfect,
probably with some air bubbles at the interface. In Fig. 4, the
measured V ( f )values are compared with the calculated curve.
The curves presented in the figure are obtained by normalizing
the transducer output by the amplitude of the received signal
under the specular reflection condition. Since the normalization
is done both on experimental data and on calculated results, the
effects of the frequency response of the transducer is eliminated.
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Figure 5: Calculated percentage shift in V (f ) as a function of
percentage changes in layer p and c44.
In the same figure, the calculated curve for the slippery bond case
is also depicted. Some measured V (f ) data for certain regions
on the sample resembles this curve and such a measurement is
also indicated in the same figure.
Inversion of V ( 2 ) [12] of the conventional acoustic microscope
results in the reflection coefficient which in turn gives information about the critical angles. To be able to perform the V ( 2 )
inversion operation, the phase of the received signal must also be
available. This is a difficult task. On the other hand, the critical
angle information is available from the V (f ) curves directly without a need for inversion. V (f ) curves result in peaks at positions
corresponding to the critical angles of Lamb wave modes. The
positions of the peaks are most affected by the nature of the bond
(good / slippery) and by the shear elastic constant and density
of the layer. Fig. 5 shows the calculated percentage shift in the
peak positions as a function of changes in some layer parameters.
One can estimate the value of a parameter by the position of the
peaks, provided that the other parameter stays unchanged.

CONCLUSIONS
The Lamb wave lens can substitute the conventional lens in
acoustic microscopes for some applications due to its inherent
ability to focus waves in a subsurface layer with a high efficiency.
The new lens is suited to image layered structures with little
lateral variation. A simple frequency scan results in a characteristic V ( f )curve strongly dependent on the elastic parameters of
the layer material. The positions of the V ( f )peaks may be directly related t o these parameters. This characterization method
clearly delineates various modes of leaky Lamb waves uninterfered with specdarly reflected bulk waves.
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